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There can be few people in the Western world that haven’t sung along at one time or another to Wheatus. 
In fact, let’s add the Eastern world too, because when it comes to songs having a global presence, there 
aren’t many that can match the almost omnipresent ‘Teenage Dirtbag’. Since that song first crawled out of 
the band’s Long Island studio, it has achieved wall to wall, round the clock, 24/7 airtime.  
 
A perfect mix of pop hooklines, joyous sub-metal guitars and acerbic and irony-laden lyrics ‘Teenage 
Dirtbag’ sneaked into subconscious of a generation hooked on manufactured pop, perfect smiles and 
ubiquitous dance routines. Talk about fish out of water, Wheatus, a band who wrote, played, arranged, 
produced and recorded every last note of their top 5 hit, suddenly found themselves rubbing shoulders with 
the world’s favourite preening pop puppets.  
 
“When the song was big we were lumped in with people like Atomic Kitten and Hearsay and all these 
strange bands.” Says drummer Pete Brown “We’d be backstage at award shows trying to get some sleep 
and people were all practising their dance routines and stage moves. I was like’hell, what am I doing 
here?’” 
 
So, far from being a band picked from a line up of wannabe’s longing for a brush with celebrity, Wheatus 
are the real deal. A proper band. Who play live. Who don’t do dance routines – unless they’re dunk. And 
just happen to write the kind of songs that transcend fashion and favour. Instant classics that feel like old 
friends. Songs that will outlast most of this week's pop bands. And most likely Wheatus themselves. Which 
is no easy achievement. 
 
The Wheatus story starts in Long Island, New York, with Brendan Brown, a youngster with a love of 
AC/DC, Rush and all things 80’s, picking up a guitar, learning to play Dire Straits’ ‘Money for Nothing’ 
and even performing the song live at a school talent show. Inevitably he gravitated towards a life in bands. 
His first, a college covers group, saw him discovering hardcore and grunge bands ranging from Fugazi to 
Soundgarden, while through his post-college band Hope Factory he fell for the melodic grunge pop sounds 
of Walt Mink. It was a discovery that was to encourage him to start writing his own songs.  
 
An ill feted involvement with the band Mr.Jones saw him writing and recording most of the music for their 
first album. Their music wasn’t what he wanted to make so, armed with a portable four-track recording 
studio, he retreated to his Mum’s basement and started wright and record the songs he did want to hear. 
 



It was the summer of 1998 and in the months that followed Brendan worked as a computer operator by day 
and taught himself to use the gear he bought with his income by night. With a few songs under his belt he 
recruited his brother Pete to play drums and Rich Leigey for bass duties. The final piece in the first 
Wheatus pie came with the addition of musician and engineer Phil A. Jimenez. 
 
Their first two singles ‘Teenage Dirtbag’ and ‘A Little Respect’ (a cover of the Erasure number) saw them 
snuggling up to the higher reaches of the charts, while their self titled, and self produced debut album was 
met with critical acclaim and sales to match. 
 
The Wheatus live experience started to grab people by the throats and soon the band gained a following of 
avid fans, known as The Frogs thanks to an off the cuff remark from Brendan that he would like a Frog for 
his birthday. At the very next gig people threw frogs on stage to him. And a cult was duly born... and 
spread via the band’s website message board. 
 
“You need to check out the website to find out what the Frogs are really like.” Says Pete “They’re our 
greatest fans. When you go to shows these groups of Frogs from different towns all meet. Its amazing.” 
 
“They actually make things for us.” Explains Brendan with a mix of astonishment and awe “One time 
someone made me a chocolate plaque of my face.” 
 
Other presents have included hot sauce with Brendan’s face on the label, and of course stuffed frogs. Loads 
of them. 
 
The post album live show also found Wheatus recruiting a new bass player Mike McCabe and augmenting 
their line up with backing singer Vanessa Jimenez. When Vanessa left, Brendan and Pete’s sister Liz joined 
forces with her brothers, while they also asked Australian television assistant turned Wheatus merchandiser 
Kathryn Froggatt to become another backing vocalist. She jumped at the chance. 
 
With the band due to start work on their second album one other addition was made to the line up. They 
were joined by English keyboard player Shannon Harris. 
 
“I always wanted to have something more melodic, instrumental and orchestrated in the band.” Recalls 
Brendan “We toured with Relish in December 2001 and Shannon was their keyboard player. I asked him 
during that tour if he wanted to come back to Long Island and help us work on the new record.” 
 
Shannon decamped to the band’s Long Island studio, this time in a cottage that Brendan rents from his 
Mum, and started to work on tracks for their glorious second album ‘Hand Over Your Loved Ones’.  
 
“We spent a long time living together,” continues Brendan. “Developed some interesting new dimensions 
to what we do by utilising traditional vintage keyboard sounds through guitar effects boxes which gave a 
really new path to go down.” 
 
“It (the cottage turned studio) was a crazy environment,” adds Shannon. “We were all living together and 
just working on the music and getting to know each other. We’d spend days working on a part just to get 
the sound right. We did go pretty mad at times. Then we’d all freak out and clear the air. It was all good 
though.” 
 
The end result of those mad times comes in the shape of Hand Over Your Loved Ones, a ten-track 
celebration of love, loss and life. An album that finds them fusing an ever-eclectic mix of percussive 
textural and melodic loops with the band’s incendiary live sound and Brendan’s trademark tunes. 
 
From the hook-laden melodrama of ‘The Song You Wrote When You Dissed Me’ to the funky assed sex 
stomp of ‘Freak On’, the psychedelic power pop of ‘The Deck’ to the Zappa goes Bootsy groove of 
‘Dynamite Satchel of Pain’, it’s an album which contorts rock’s clichés and spits them out as a series of 
twisted pop curios. 
 



“The recording process was a pain in the ass,” admits Brendan of the album’s gestation. “There was no one 
but us, so we had to make sure we got up in the morning and got to work. We had to make sure we 
performed well. We had to make sure the songs were recorded properly. But we just did it. And although it 
was difficult, we learned a lot in the process. Which was very different from the first album which we 
recorded as an emergency album in three weeks – while we were still working day jobs!” 
 
The video for the addictive single ‘American in Amsterdam’ embraces the band’s DIY ethos with its 
camcorder footage of Wheatus rampaging through the streets of Holland’s famed city of sin before getting 
beaten up by some “pissed, drunk and raging” English footie fans.  
 
“It’s a true story,” states Brendan “Although Mike and I actually made it out of the bar before getting our 
asses beaten – but it was about to happen.” 
 
True stories lie at the heart of the album, however if there is one over riding theme, it is the feeling of 
disappearing. A theme summed up in the title. 
 
“Being in a band you can lose your relationships.” Explains Brendan “When we went away on one tour I 
was engaged to be married. But by the time `I came back I wasn’t anymore. As we were recording the 
record my Grandmother, who lives next to us, developed Alzheimer’s, so we were kind of watching her 
disappear the whole time, which was very bizarre.” 
 
The theme is even carried on the album cover. It features an etching by the Brown’s Grandfather. 
 
“The etching on the albums cover is something my grandfather did of his mother holding up a crumbled up 
letter saying that her son had been killed at war… and the etching isn’t finished so it seems to be fading. So 
the whole record had this fading element of all of the relationships and people we knew disappearing. This 
is even a part of the record when you hand it over to the record company. It’s like it’s disappearing from us. 
Like we’re handing over our loved ones.” 
 
So Wheatus then. A truly self contained unit taking care of business and slowly disappearing from their 
previous lives as their remarkable, catchy-as-a-rash-on-a-Saturday night songs take over the airwaves.  
 
And what do people ask them most often? 
 
“Aren’t you a boy band?” 
 
 Nope. Wheatus are the real thing, a band in the truest sense of the word. 
 
 
Wheatus are: 
Brendan B. Brown – Vocals/ Guitar 
Pete Brown – Drums  
Liz Brown – Backing Vocals 
Mike McCabe – Bass 
Kathryn Froggatt– Backing Vocals 
Shannon Harris – Keyboards 
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